In mammals, bitter taste is mediated by T2R genes, which belong to the large family of seven transmembrane G proteincoupled receptors. Because T2Rs are directly involved in the interaction between mammals and their dietary sources, it is likely that these genes evolved to reflect species' specific diets during mammalian evolution. Here, we investigated the sequences of all 28 putative functional chimpanzee T2R genes (cT2Rs) in 46 western chimpanzees to compare the intraspecies variations in chimpanzees to those already known for all 25 human functional T2R genes (hT2Rs). The numbers of functional genes varied among individuals in western chimpanzees, and most chimpanzees had two or three more functional genes than humans. Similarly to hT2Rs, cT2Rs showed high nucleotide diversity along with a large number of amino acid substitutions. Comparison of the nucleotide substitution patterns in cT2Rs with those in five cT2R pseudogenes and 14 autosomal intergenic noncoding regions among the same individuals revealed that the evolution of cT2R genes was almost identical to that of putative neutral regions with slight but significantly positive Tajima's D values, suggesting that selective constraint on these genes was relaxed with weak balancing selection. These trends have resulted in the occurrence of various divergent alleles of T2Rs within the western chimpanzee populations and in heterozygous individuals who might have the ability to taste a broader range of substances.
Introduction
Mammals can perceive and distinguish five basic taste qualities, namely sweet, bitter, sour, salty, and umami, the taste of glutamate (Kinnamon and Cummings 1992; Lindemann 1996 Lindemann , 2001 Yarmolinsky et al. 2009 ). Of these modalities, bitter sensitivity has a particularly important role. Many naturally poisonous substances taste bitter to humans, and virtually all animals show an aversive response to such tastants (Hilliard et al. 2004; Ueno et al. 2004; Chandrashekar et al. 2006) , suggesting that bitter transduction evolved as a key defense mechanism against the ingestion of harmful substances. However, adult humans are not always averse to bitter taste. In addition, bitterness does not accurately predict the potential toxicity of foods and high bitter sensitivity may occasionally cause animals to taste-reject nontoxic and nutritious foods or increase the risk of disease by lowering the intake of beneficial compounds (Glendinning 1994) .
Several studies have shown that bitter taste in mammals is mediated by T2Rs (or TAS2Rs), which belong to the large family of seven transmembrane G protein-coupled receptors and are expressed in specialized taste bud cells of the tongue and palate epithelium Chandrashekar et al. 2000; Matsunami et al. 2000; Bufe et al. 2002; Conte et al. 2003; Shi et al. 2003; Mueller et al. 2005; Meyerhof 2006, 2009; Behrens et al. 2007 ). The coding regions of T2R genes are ;900-bp long and are not interrupted by introns. Genomic analyses using comparison with reference sequences have revealed the repertoires of T2R genes in various vertebrates (Go 2006; Shi and Zhang 2006) . In mammals, the number of T2R genes and the proportion of pseudogenes vary from 21 in dog to 42 in rat and from 12% in rat to 44% in cow, respectively (Go et al. 2005; Go 2006; Shi and Zhang 2006) . Here, ''pseudogenes'' mean genes whose openreading frames (ORFs) are disrupted by insertions/ deletions (indels) or nonsense mutations. All remaining T2R genes that have intact ORFs are counted as functional genes. These variations in T2R gene repertoires are likely to reflect dietary changes during mammalian evolution .
From the human genome sequence, 25 putatively functional T2R genes and 11 pseudogenes have been identified (Conte et al. 2003; Shi et al. 2003; Go et al. 2005) . All these 25 functional human T2R genes (hT2Rs) are expressed in taste receptor cells of human gustatory papilla ). Of these 25 hT2Rs, 20 have been deorphanized in heterologous expression assays Bufe et al. 2002 Bufe et al. , 2005 Kim et al. 2003; Behrens et al. 2004 Kuhn et al. 2004; Pronin et al. 2004 Pronin et al. , 2007 Brockhoff et al 2007; Sainz et al. 2007; Dotson et al. 2008; Maehashi et al. 2008; Meyerhof et al. 2010) . Analyses of DNA polymorphisms in 25 functional hT2R genes with geographically diverse samples showed that nucleotide diversity in the hT2R genes is relatively high and results in a large number of amino acid substitutions (Wang et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2005) . The similar rate of synonymous and nonsynonymous nucleotide diversity suggested the relaxation of functional constraints on hT2R genes (Wang et al. 2004 ). Some of those distinctive polymorphisms were shown to be associated with significant variations in sensitivity of the receptors to selective bitter tastants (Ueda et al. 2001; Kim et al. 2003; Bufe et al. 2005; Soranzo et al. 2005; Hinrichs et al. 2006; Pronin et al. 2007 ). For example, amino acid substitution at position 172 in the second extracellular loop of hT2R16 resulted in high-and low-sensitivity alleles for harmful cyanogenic glycosides. The high-sensitivity allele was suggested to have been advantageous for avoidance of toxic compounds in early human diets (Soranzo et al. 2005; Hinrichs et al. 2006) .
If increasing the amount of meat in the diet (de Heinzelin et al. 1999 ) and using fire (Goren-Inbar et al. 2004 ) for detoxification of poisonous foods trigger a relaxation of functional constraints on hT2R genes (Wang et al. 2004) , one might hypothesize that T2R genes in humans and nonhuman primates have likely been under different dietary selective pressures. Interspecific comparison of sequences in each T2R gene from one or two individuals of various primates revealed that some pseudogenes in one species appear to be functional genes in the other species or vice versa (Parry et al. 2004; Fischer et al. 2005; Go et al. 2005 ). Most differences, however, are at the single base pair level (Parry et al. 2004) , and the repertoires of T2R genes in humans and nonhuman primates are not remarkably different (Parry et al. 2004; Fischer et al. 2005; Go et al. 2005) . Furthermore, functional constraints against T2R genes were suggested to be relaxed also in nonhuman primates (Wang et al. 2004; Fischer et al. 2005; Go et al. 2005; Behrens and Meyerhof 2008) . Considerable degrees of intraspecies variation in sensory receptor genes are well known (Gilad et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2005; Nozawa et al. 2007 ). These facts prompted us to examine intraspecies variations of T2R genes in nonhuman primates to better understand the biological significance of bitter perception. To date, polymorphisms of T2R genes in nonhuman primates have rarely been examined except for T2R38 in chimpanzees (Wooding et al. 2006) . Here, we report the analysis of polymorphisms in the entire repertoire of putative functional T2R genes in 46 individuals of western chimpanzees. Chimpanzees are the closest extant relatives of humans, and the genomes of these two species show high similarity (;98.8%; Chen and Li 2001; Fujiyama et al. 2002) . The chimpanzees' diets appear to be different, at least in part, from human diets (Chivers 1992; Harris 1992; Milton 2003) , and they do not have the benefit of fire. Examination of polymorphisms in chimpanzee T2R genes (cT2Rs) should provide some insight into the evolution of bitter taste perception among chimpanzees and into the genetic basis of differences in bitter perception between humans and chimpanzees. For this purpose, we also analyzed the sequences of five cT2R pseudogenes and 14 intergenic autosomal noncoding regions as a reference of putative neutral regions and compared them with those for apparently functional cT2R genes.
Materials and Methods

Samples
Western chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes verus) genomic DNA was isolated from 46 apparently unrelated individuals. Of these 46 individuals, six individuals were imported from West Africa and kept at the Primate Research Institute of Kyoto University. The remaining 40 individuals were kept at the Chimpanzee Sanctuary Uto (CSU), Kumamoto, Japan; two were born at the CSU, and 24 were captured in Sierra Leone and two in West Africa and were imported into Japan. The other 12 individuals were of unknown origin (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online).
DNA Extraction and Sequencing
Genomic DNA of the 46 chimpanzees was extracted from blood samples using a DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (QIAGEN GmbH, Hilden, Germany). There are 24 apparently functional genes with an intact ORF (cT2R1/2/3/5/7/8/9/10/ 13/14/16/39/40/41/43/45/46/47/48/49/50/56/62/64) and the partial sequence of the homolog of hT2R4 was not determined in the chimpanzee genome sequence (National Center for Biotechnology Information [NCBI]; Build 2.1), but the entire coding region of cT2R4 was determined in previous studies (Parry et al. 2004; Fischer et al. 2005; Go et al. 2005) . Because nonsense polymorphisms were observed previously in hT2Rs and cT2R38 (Wang et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2005; Wooding et al 2006) , we examined the possibility that two chimpanzee-specific pseudogenes (cT2R 42/44) are also segregating pseudogenes. There were eight common pseudogenes between humans and chimpanzees (cT2R11/12/15/63/65/66/67/68). Because these genes have shared disruptive mutations between human and chimpanzee (Go et al. 2005) and therefore are high likely to have been pseudogenized in their common ancestor, we supposed that they have been fixed among chimpanzees as pseudogenes. To examine the possible adaptive changes of the cT2Rs, we designed 47 sets of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers (Supplementary Material online): 28 sets to amplify the full-length ORFs for putative functional cT2R coding regions except those of the above 8 common pseudogenes, 5 sets to amplify the sequences of cT2R12/15/ 63/65/68 as a pseudogene, and 14 sets to amplify the noncoding intergenic regions (randomly selected from 26 noncoding regions in Fischer et al. 2006 ). Primers for PCR Sugawara et al. · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq279 MBE amplification and for sequencing were designed based on the chimpanzee genomic sequences (NCBI; Build 2.1) flanking each region using software at the Primer3Plus Web site (http://www.bioinformatics.nl/cgi-bin/primer3plus/primer3 plus.cgi). Standard PCR conditions were used to amplify T2R genes from genomic DNA (10 ng per 25-ll reaction). All sequencing was performed on PCR products using standard Big Dye Terminator chemistry (Applied Biosystems, CA). An ABI 3130 DNA sequencer was used to resolve the products, and analysis and assembly were performed with ATGC software (Genetyx Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Haplotypes of the cT2R genes were determined explicitly from homozygous individuals. Some haplotypes (which had indels that made direct sequencing difficult) were determined by cloning the PCR products using TOPO TAcloning kits (Invitrogen Corporation, CA). The assigned single-nucleotide polymorphism numbers in the cT2R genes correspond to the cDNA sequence of each gene, with the A of the ATG translation initiation codon being taken as þ1. The protein nomenclature employed is consistent with the convention of numbering the initiation methionine as þ1 amino acid.
Statistical Analysis
The sequences were aligned using Mega 4.0.2 (Tamura et al. 2007) . A phylogenetic tree of hT2R and cT2R genes was constructed using Mega 4.0.2. We used the program DnaSP ver 5.10.00 (Rozas and Rozas 1999 ) to obtain commonly used statistics. To summarize diversity levels, we calculated the average pairwise difference, p (Nei and Li 1979) , as well as hw (Watterson 1975 ), a diversity measurement based on the number of polymorphic sites. We estimated the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphic sites within the species (p N /p S ), as well as the K a /K s ratio for differences between 46 western chimpanzees and a human. We also calculated one summary statistic of allele frequencies, namely Tajima's D (Tajima 1989) . We also compared synonymous and nonsynonymous polymorphisms within species and divergence between species using the McDonald and Kreitman (MK) test (McDonald and Kreitman 1991) . We also conducted a Hudson-Kreitman-Aguade (HKA) test (Hudson et al. 1987 ) by comparing the polymorphism and divergence data from cT2R genes and those from putative neutral regions of the same individuals. MannWhitney U-test was computed using R to determine whether the distributions of D values for cT2R genes were significantly deviated from those for neutral regions. Twotailed Fisher's exact tests were computed to determine whether the substitution of fixed sites between species to polymorphisms within species in neutral regions was or was not significantly different from the substitution of fixed sites between species to polymorphisms within species in functional T2R genes. We used the human genome sequence (NCBI; Build 37.1) for comparison with cT2R genes, pseudogenes, and noncoding regions. We excluded hT2R polymorphic sites from the fixed difference sites between 46 chimpanzees and a human reference using data from Wang et al. (2004) and Kim et al. (2005) .
Results
Polymorphisms and Pseudogenizations of cT2R Genes
To investigate the substitutions in DNA responsible for chimpanzee-specific sensors of their environment, we determined the sequence of 28 cT2R genes totaling 26,172 bp from 46 apparently unrelated western chimpanzees and identified 56 nonsynonymous (including 9 singletons), 18 synonymous polymorphic sites, and 5 indel polymorphisms that cause frame shifts in cT2R1/42/43/ 45/47 (table 1, figure 1, and Supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online). In addition, we determined haplotypes using the following three methods: 1) direct ascertainment from homozygous individuals or heterozygous individuals that have only one nucleotide difference between alleles at a locus, 2) speculation from the sequences determined in (1) at two or more nucleotide positions under the assumption of no recombination within a locus, and 3) cloning and sequencing analysis of all the remains. These analyses revealed that the number of haplotypes ranged from one to six for each gene, and there were a total of 94 different haplotypes (table 1) . No significant deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was observed in any of the 28 genes (Supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online).
In addition to the many nonsynonymous polymorphisms, we found nonsense polymorphisms for six cT2Rs (cT2R1/42/43/44/45/47, see table 2), adding to the previously reported one (Wooding et al. 2006 ). cT2R38 has a T / G mutation at position 2, which changes a start codon, as reported previously (Wooding et al. 2006 ). cT2R1 had a 1-bp deletion at position 739, which terminated translation immediately after the deletion and resulted in a truncated receptor that contained only six transmembrane regions. Two chimpanzee-specific pseudogenes (cT2R42/44) from reference genome sequences were characterized as segregating pseudogenes. cT2R42 had a 5-bp deletion at position 478-482, which terminated translation immediately after the deletion and resulted in a truncated receptor. cT2R44 had a C / A mutation at position 818, which changed a Ser residue to a premature stop codon and resulted in a truncated receptor that contained only six transmembrane regions. cT2R43 had a 1-bp insertion at position 29, which terminated translation immediately after the insertion and resulted in a truncated receptor. cT2R45 had a 5-bp deletion at position 870-874, which made the C-terminal end of the receptor longer. cT2R47 had a 19-bp insertion at position 302, which caused translation to terminate immediately after the insertion and resulted in a truncated receptor. All these mutations appeared to make cT2Rs defective. No pseudogenized alleles were observed in cT2R64, which was reported to be pseudogenized due to a single base pair insertion at base 106 in Parry et al. (2004) . Although Fischer et al. (2005) reported that no PCR products were obtained as homologues to hT2R48, we amplified cT2R48 from all individuals in our study and found that all these were intact.
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The fraction of pseudogenes of cT2R38 (70/92) was very high and comparable to that found in a previous study (30/ 58; see Wooding et al. 2006) . The fraction of individuals who had these pseudogenes as homozygotes was very high (27/46). Regarding the remaining segregating pseudogenes, a few individuals had the pseudogenes as homozygotes (table 2) . Similarly to cT2R genes, several segregating pseudogenes were found in hT2R genes (Wang et al. 2004 ), but the ratio of the nonfunctional alleles was low, including the ratio for hT2R38. In other primates, nontaster alleles of T2R38 in Japanese macaques have been identified; however, the frequency was very low and region specific (Suzuki et al. 2010) . The reasons why only T2R38 in chimpanzees shows a high ratio of nonfunctional alleles remain to be elucidated.
We counted the number of apparently functional cT2R genes in each individual (a locus that had a functional gene as a homozygote or heterozygote [a locus which contained one functional allele and one pseudogenized allele] was counted as one functional gene), and found that one 
Evolutionary Analysis of cT2R Genes
We considered five aspects of the data to assess the support for different models of natural selection. In addition to the 28 cT2R genes, we sequenced five cT2R pseudogenes (T2R12/15/63A/65/68) and 14 intergenic autosomal noncoding regions (we call these regions T2Rps and NC regions, respectively) totaling 20,490 bp in the same 46 individuals as a reference of putative neutral regions for comparison with the 28 putatively functional cT2R genes (table 3) . In accord with our expectation, these five pseudogenes have been fixed, as revealed by our sequencing analysis in these 46 individuals. First, we calculated the nucleotide diversity p, the mean pairwise differences between sequences per nucleotide. Second, we estimated the synonymous and nonsynonymous nucleotide substitutions and calculated per-site nonsynonymous substitutions divided by per-site synonymous substitutions (K a /K s ). An average K a /K s of 1 is expected if both amino acid replacements and silent mutations are neutral with respect to selection. Lower values are consistent with selection against amino acid replacements (i.e., purifying selection). Third, we estimated the summary of the allelic frequency spectrum, Tajima's D (Tajima 1989) , the mean of which is expected to be zero under the standard neutral model. Negative values for this statistic reflect an excess of low-frequency variants in the population, consistent with positive , which is predicated on the null expectation that the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions between species should be equivalent to the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphisms within a species if a gene is evolving neutrally or under constant purifying selection. A significant departure from this expectation, whereby the ratio between species is much greater than that within species, is a strong signature of positive selection. Fifth, we applied the HKA test (Hudson et al. 1987 ) to compare patterns of polymorphism and divergence between T2R genes and neutral regions. This test is based on the hypothesis that both variation within species and divergence between species should be the same at neutral loci. Significant deviations from a constant ratio of polymorphisms to divergence among loci may then indicate the presence of selection. Before we analyzed our data, we examined whether gene conversion occurred or not in cT2R genes after the divergence between humans and chimpanzees. Because cT2R genes originated by gene duplication and most of them are aligned in tandem on chromosomes 5 and 12, it is possible that gene conversion would cause problems interfering with analysis of the evolutionary history (Teshima and Innan 2004). When we constructed a phylogenetic tree from 28 hT2R and cT2R genes, however, we found no incompatibility between the estimated gene tree and the true duplication history (Supplementary fig. S2 , Supplementary Material online). In addition, there is no shared polymorphism among cT2R genes ( fig. 1 ). Because it was reported that for these two methods the detection power increases with an increase of the gene conversion rate (Mansai and Innan 2010) , we concluded that no gene conversion had occurred in cT2R genes, or if it occurred, gene conversion was too rare to have affected the evolutionary analysis significantly. We further analyzed gene conversion using DnaSP, and no gene conversion was detected. Therefore, we did not consider the effect of gene conversion in the evolutionary analysis below.
The nucleotide diversity per site (p) in functional cT2R genes was very close between nonsynonymous (p N 5 0.073%) and synonymous (p S 5 0.093%) sites (table 1) . The p value of 28 cT2R genes of western chimpanzees was 0.078% on average. This value was virtually identical to that for the cT2Rp and NC regions (0.078% on average; see table 3) and was comparable to the p value of a large number of noncoding DNA segments in western chimpanzees from previous studies (;0.08%, Yu et al. 2003; Fischer et al. 2006 ). Wang et al. (2004) analyzed 25 hT2R genes in 22 individuals and found that the p value (0.12% on average) was virtually identical between nonsynonymous (0.122%) and synonymous (0.119%) sites. This value is very close to the average synonymous nucleotide diversity observed for a large number of human genes (0.11%, Cargill et al. 1999) . Kim et al. (2005) also analyzed 25 hT2R genes in 55 individuals and found that the p value between sequences of hT2R genes (0.114% on average) was comparable to that found in Wang's study.
Next, the patterns of synonymous and nonsynonymous nucleotide polymorphism within species and substitution between species were measured using p N /p S and K a /K s . Over half of the p N /p S values were not calculated due to a lack of any synonymous polymorphic sites (see table 4 ). The p N /p S value for the cT2R genes was 0.79 on average. When the cT2R genes on chromosomes 7 and 12 were analyzed separately, their average p N /p S values were virtually identical (0.74 and 0.78, respectively; table 4). The K a /K s value for substitutions between 46 cT2Rs and one hT2R was 0.76 on average (the result of examination excluding pseudogenes was almost the same: 0.75 on average; see table 4). When the cT2R genes on chromosomes 7 and 12 were analyzed separately, their average K a /K s values were virtually identical (0.66 and 0.80, respectively; see table 4). These values were higher than that for intact olfactory receptor (OR) genes in chimpanzees (p N /p S 5 0.51 and K a /K s 5 0.55, Gilad et al. 2003) . The observed K a /K s values for hT2R genes were close to 1 and were much higher than expected from other genes, suggesting that amino acid replacement evolved under neutral selection in hT2R genes (Wang et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2005 ). Thus, it seems that the evolution of bitter taste receptor genes is MBE characterized by a high rate of amino acid replacement in both humans and chimpanzees.
The high values of p N similar to those of p S at cT2R genes were thought to be due to reduced selective constraints on nonsynonymous sites or to result from positive selection. Nonneutral evolution for bitter taste receptors was suggested in hT2R16 and hT2R38; positive (Soranzo et al. 2005) and balancing (Wooding et al. 2004 ) selection have contributed to diversification of hT2R genes, respectively. To test the deviation from the standard neutral model, we calculated the value of three test statistics: Tajima's D (Tajima 1989), MK test (McDonald and Kreitman 1991) , and HKA test (Hudson et al. 1987 ).
Tajima's D values were calculated for the 28 cT2R genes and 19 neutral regions by excluding codons containing alignment gaps. For comparison of Tajima' D values between cT2R genes and neutral regions, we show the distributions of Tajima's D values for cT2R genes, T2Rps, and NC regions ( fig. 2) . We found that Tajima's D values varied from À1.037 for cT2R10 to 2.69 for cT2R43 (table 1 and fig. 2 ). This broad distribution of D values indicated that each cT2R gene has its own evolutionary spectrum, possibly due to the necessity of discrimination among receptor-specific bitter substances. Note that the D value is significantly different from the 0 for cT2R43 (P , 0.05). The D value for cT2R43 excluding pseudogenes is 2.64 (P , 0.05), suggesting that pseudogene alleles in cT2R43 do not affect the high value of Tajima's D. However, this may have simply been due to the limited extent of testing as 28 tests were conducted and 1.4 significant cases (at 5%) were expected by chance. In fact, one region had a significantly positive D at the NC region (2.41, P , 0.05), and another had a significantly positive D at the cT2R15 gene (3.46, P , 0.001). Though Tajima's D values varied from À1.39 to 3.46, most of D values of neutral regions were distributed around zero (table 3 and fig. 2 ). Tajima's D values of cT2R genes were significantly deviated from those of neutral regions (Mann-Whitney U-test, P 5 0.022). We observed 17 genes with higher Tajima's D values in cT2R genes compared with a maximum D values in chimpanzee NC regions except for outliers (0.29, fig. 2 ), suggesting that the weak balancing selection has act to maintain the polymorphisms in cT2R genes. For comparison of the evolutionary history between hT2R and cT2R genes one by one, the Tajima's D values of cT2Rs were plotted against those of hT2R genes ( fig. 3 ). Tajima's D values of cT2R genes seemed to be higher than those of hT2R genes as a whole. The Tajima's D values across genes tended to be linearly Polymorphisms in Chimpanzee T2R Genes · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq279 MBE and positively correlated in chimpanzees and humans (R 5 0.41, P , 0.05; fig. 3 ), indicating that each orthologous gene has been exposed to similar selective pressures between humans and chimpanzees. Next, the numbers of synonymous and nonsynonymous differences of each T2R gene were obtained for both interspecies divergence (fixed differences between species) and within-species polymorphisms (see supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). There was a significant excess of nonsynonymous substitutions between human and chimpanzee cT2R56 as compared with nonsynonymous polymorphisms within chimpanzees (P 5 0.02, see supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online); however, this result may also have been due to limited testing as 28 tests were conducted and 0.56 significant cases (at 2%) were expected by chance. Furthermore, we compared the polymorphism and divergence data for cT2R genes and neutral regions between 46 chimpanzees and corresponding regions of the human genome (table 5) . We identified 205 fixed differences between species and 73 within-species polymorphisms from neutral regions (table 3) . The HKA test did not detect any differences (P 5 0.89, see table 5). These three statistics suggested that, as found previously for the hT2R genes, the functional constraint was relaxed for cT2R genes, but weak balancing selection has also contributed the maintenance of the polymorphism in cT2R genes.
Discussion
In the present study, we examined cT2R gene repertoires from 46 western chimpanzees. Sequencing analysis identified 75 polymorphic sites and 7 segregating pseudogenes, one of which had been reported by Wooding et al. (2006) previously. The number of functional genes was different among individuals, but most chimpanzees had two or three more functional genes than humans had. Although the proportions of T2R pseudogenes, and probably the total number of genes, do not differ radically between these two species, it is possible that chimpanzees have the ability to distinguish more kinds of tastants than humans. To better understand the evolutionary dynamics of T2R genes, we also performed an evolutionary analysis of the cT2R gene repertoires and found that nucleotide diversity was considerably high, along with a high rate of amino acid substitutions. We discuss the evolution of cT2R genes below.
Chimpanzees and humans are estimated to have shared a common ancestor only 4.6-6.2 million years ago (Ma) (Chen and Li 2001) . By 2.5 Ma, early humans were becoming omnivores (de Heinzelin et al. 1999 ) and the ability to make fire had been acquired about 0.8 Ma (Goren-Inbar et al. 2004 ). Therefore, taste receptor genes might have evolved under different selective pressure between humans and chimpanzees. In this study, we showed that the p values for the cT2R genes are relatively high, resulting in a large number of amino acid substitutions. Note that our intraspecies data showed no significant deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, equal levels of neutral and functional cT2R polymorphisms, and equal levels of p N /p S value in different chromosomal regions. In addition, our interspecies data between 46 chimpanzees and a human showed equal levels of K a /K s values in different chromosomal regions and equal levels of divergence in neutral regions and functional cT2R genes. These data suggested that relaxation of the functional constraint, but not complete loss of it, resulted in high levels of amino acid substitution and the observation of multiple and functionally divergent alleles at cT2R loci, as seen earlier in hT2R genes (Wang et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2005) . The large number of segregated pseudogenized T2R genes in western chimpanzees is further evidence for reduced selective constraints. Although evolutionary analysis did not gave us strong evidence for significant deviation from neutral expectation, we found that Tajima's D values of cT2R genes tend to show higher than those of neutral regions, different from hT2R genes. Positive D values suggested that weak MBE balancing selection has also act to maintain the polymorphism in cT2R genes. This evolutionary pattern observed for bitter taste receptor genes appeared to be different from the patterns for other sensory receptor genes. Comparative population genetics analyses with tests of selection have been performed for opsin genes for color vision and several OR genes from humans and chimpanzees. Trichromatic color vision in catarrhines (Old World monkeys, apes, and humans) is based on an autosomal-linked S-opsin gene and X-linked L-and M-opsin genes. It has been proposed that trichromatism arose as an adaptation for improved foraging efficiency, for example, for the detection of ripe fruits or immature leaves. Several variants of the human L-opsin protein are found. The p values for introns and exons of human L-opsin are very high, and the values are p N 5 0.61% for nonsynonymous and p S 5 0.19% for silent sites (synonymous sites in exons and introns) (Verrelli and Tishkoff 2004) . Note that the p value is higher for nonsynonymous sites than silent sites. In contrast, chimpanzee L-opsin protein is very strongly conserved. The p values are very low in both introns and exons, with p N 5 0.036% for nonsynonymous and p S 5 0.045% for silent sites. These data show that the patterns of L-opsin gene variation in humans and chimpanzees are consistent with positive and purifying selection within the two lineages, respectively (Verrelli et al. 2008) . OR genes encode proteins for detecting odorant molecules and form the largest multigene family in mammals. It was reported that the number of OR genes is similar between humans and chimpanzees, but the OR gene repertoires are quite different between them (Go and Niimura 2008). Gilad et al. (2003) reported that the p values of the intact human (p 5 0.055%) and chimpanzee (p 5 0.074%) OR genes are significantly lower than those of the OR pseudogenes (p 5 0.10% for human and p 5 0.18% for chimpanzee) and neutral regions (p 5 0.11% for human and p 5 0.13% for chimpanzee). Tajima's D values for the intact OR genes are negative for 9 of the 10 human genes and for 12 of the 14 chimpanzee genes. In humans, the excess of fixed amino acid replacements relative to amino acid polymorphisms suggests that directional selection has driven a subset of amino acid alleles to fixation. In contrast, purifying selection on the chimpanzee intact OR genes can explain the low nucleotide diversity values for intact genes, that is, the low K a /K s values (Gilad et al. 2003) . Thus, bitter taste, color vision, and olfaction appear to have followed very different selective trajectories between humans and chimpanzees.
Based on comparison of T2R genes in humans and chimpanzees, Wang et al. (2004) suggested that incomplete functional relaxation started early in the ancestry of humans and chimpanzees, but a second wave of more complete relaxation occurred recently in the hominid lineage alone. In this study, we showed that equal levels of diversification between synonymous and nonsynonymous sites were observed not only in hT2R but also in cT2R genes, suggesting that human-specific culture, such as the use of fire, was not a cause of this phenomenon. What are the biological meanings of the interindividual diversity in the hT2R and cT2R gene families? Plants have evolved to defend against damage caused by herbivores by producing chemicals based on secondary compounds (Glander 1982; Zagrobelny et al. 2008) . Plant-eating primates, such as humans and chimpanzees, must deal with these rapidly evolving chemicals. Two questions then arise: 1) how can mammals detect numerous bitter compounds with a limited set of receptors? and 2) are bitter compounds really aversive? Regarding the first question, Meyerhof et al. (2010) showed that, among 25 hT2R receptors, some receptors are broadly tuned to detect multiple substances. Thus, broad tunings of T2Rs may explain how limited receptors permit the perception of numerous bitter substances (Bufe et al. 2002; Behrens et al. 2004; Meyerhof 2005; Brockhoff et al. 2007; Sainz et al. 2007; Meyerhof et al. 2010 ). Another strategy is expanding the repertoire of receptors. For example, it is hypothesized that the occurrence of various functionally divergent alleles leads heterozygous individuals to have the ability to taste a broader range of substances. In addition, many hT2R genes are coexpressed in a subpopulation of taste receptor cells and they form oligomers, both homomers and heteromers , which would lead to greatly expanded bitter taste receptor repertoires. The interindividual diversity observed in this study might cause individual differences in bitter taste perception, although the present study could not provide functional data showing that polymorphic sites affect the function of cT2Rs. Regarding the second question, high bitter sensitivity reduces the available food sources, as mentioned above. Therefore, the substitutions that cause loss of function in T2R genes observed in this study might occasionally benefit on organism's survival. The tendencies of cT2R evolution in western chimpanzees observed in this study are thought to result from the balance between maximizing available food sources and defending against ingestion of toxic or harmful plants.
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